
The MATRIX MEDIUM is a wash basin that contains all the most essential features  
in one. It is designed to be inclusive - providing for the needs of both standing and 
sitting users, and has been developed entirely with the user in mind, because at  
Pressalit we know how important it is for people to be independent.  

MATRIX MEDIUM WASH BASIN



Aesthetics and practicality in the same wash basin 

MATRIX MEDIUM aims to be both practical and aesthetically 
pleasing. The MATRIX MEDIUM wash basin reduces the risk of 
falls in the bathroom thanks to the integrated handrails, which 
support you as you get up, while you stand, and as you sit down. 
The handrails are made in a material and shape that give the user 
a strong and secure grip - even with wet hands. This makes the 
user feel safe. 

The basin offers plenty of space underneath for a user’s feet,  
so that the seated user can get right up close to the basin and 
tap. By using the handrails, the user is able to easily pull them

selves up close to the basin, and there is plenty of space for a 
user’s elbows.

This helps the user stay balanced while washing their face or 
hands. There is also plenty of setting down space, which can be 
used for storing cosmetics and toiletries, soap or other essentials 
that the user might need during their bathroom visit. 

The curved front reduces the distance between the user and the 
tap, making it easier to wash their hands, especially for people 
who might otherwise struggle to reach.

MATRIX MEDIUM WASH BASIN



MANUALLY OPERATED

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED
The electrically operated version is 
adjusted using buttons integrated 
into the front of the wash basin, 
where they can easily be reached. 
This makes the user more indepen-
dent, and therefore increases their 
quality of life

Optimum hygiene
 
Good hygiene is essential for institutions and hospitals all over 
the world. Time is money, and cleaning needs to be done at a 
fast pace, which naturally places demands on the design of care 
products.  
 
Hygiene was a core focus when designing the MATRIX MEDIUM. 
The inside of the basin has rounded corners, preventing the build-
up of dirt and bacteria. The front has integrated handrails in the 
same material as the basin, and the electronic height-adjustment 
button is also an integrated part of the design.

Furthermore, the casing is completely level with the sink leaving  
no edges and making it easy to wipe the surface with a cloth. 
Thanks to these hygienic details, the MATRIX MEDIUM reduces 
the spread of bacteria and the risk of illness. 

All of Pressalit’s experience gained over the years has been put 
into this wash basin. The basin is hygienic and suitable for use in 
hospital environments and other environments where cleanliness 
is a priority, while also meeting the user’s needs for safety and 
flexibility.

MATRIX MEDIUM is available with  
manual height-adjustment. The  
basin is height-adjusted using  
a crank handle, which is located
underneath the basin.
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TECHNICAL
DATA

R2120000

R2122000

R4840000   

R4822000

R2120000 Wash basin, 780 x 545 x 166 mm,  
with tap hole and integrated overflow.  
With setting down area and integrated handrails, 
white

R2121000 Wash basin, 780 x 545 x 141 mm,  
with tap hole without overflow. 
With setting down area and integrated  
handrails, white

R2122000 Wash basin, 780 x 545 x 166 mm,  
with tap hole and integrated overflow, 
push buttons on the front. With setting down 
area and integrated handrails, white

R2123000 Wash basin, 780 x 545 x 141 mm,  
with tap hole, without overflow, push buttons 
on the front. With setting down area and  
integrated handrails, white

R4840000 Wash basin bracket, wall-mounted, 
with white installation cover, incl. supply and 
drainage system. Manual height adjustment  
with crank handle

R4822000 Wash basin bracket, wall-mounted,  
with white installation cover, incl. supply and 
drainage system. Electrical heigh-adjustment with 
push buttons (in basin)

R2010182 Fixed support 
(for R2020/21 basins), pale grey

R2015182 Height-adjustable support  
(for R2020/21 basins), pale grey

LA1319 Drain fitting: Ring, chain and  
plug, R2120/21/22/23

LA1321
Drain fitting: Pop-up plug,  
R2120/21/22/23
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Reservations are made for typographic errors, technical changes and model deviations. The products’ surfaces are made from different materials and colour variations may occur.

https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basins/matrix-medium-wash-basin-with-overflow/p-r2120000/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basins/matrix-medium-wash-basin-with-overflow/p-r2122000/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basins/matrix-medium-wash-basin-with-overflow/p-r2120000/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basins/matrix-medium-wash-basin-without-overflow/p-r2121000/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basins/matrix-medium-wash-basin-with-overflow/p-r2122000/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basins/matrix-medium-wash-basin-without-overflow/p-r2123000/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basin-brackets/matrix-brackets-for-wash-basin-fixed-height/p-r2010182/
https://pressalit.com/en-uk/accessible-bathrooms/products/wash-basin-brackets/matrix-brackets-for-wash-basin-200-mm-height-/p-r2015182/

